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Aka<le'ric''s original ir'petus, p'ovided r>y Fra'z Rosenzweig,
and its subsec1uc.r ev.luri.n under the sr.eu'ar-dship o{' Eugen Tauliler
ar.rd

Julius
(]uttrlann. \A/hereas Rosenzrvcig envisaged .lrc
AritJentie as an ilstituti-o' in
n'hich l4litvrri.r,rlufl. v,odd l>e actively nrobiliz.cl to the task ol conrrrunal
self defrnition, 'riubrer and Guttnranrr both insistec.l that .he Aka.trcmic
be a hotrse

of p.re

science. rr4oreover, u,rrire Rosenzweig {irsr advanced his profosals
for the Alndatnie as a reacLion against a dry and dispassionate l.,i.,or'i.i.n
-lir-rbler
,
and GulLnann tended to a{lirrn the viltues of'esoLer.ic scholarly
in-

(ll lt r),.

ln arralyzing dre shift from crre Rose'zweig iritiative to the'riiubrer/
Gutlrnantl rloclel, this article relates the intelleci.ral and institutional
course
ol tbe AJndcnir: lronr its i'ccprion i' r grg t. its crosing in lg34 In concr.dir-rg, the arricle sur-veys the range o{'currural a"a i,rJtitutiJir'r
.*pr.r.ion,
arrcrrg weirnar'.fer,vry by corrparing tbe Ahadun,ie's developrnent
to rhat of
lwo contel]lPoraneous instiLutiolrs: the Freies
Lehrli,azu in Frankfurt

ancl tlre ltltiLut

ftir

Ii)dischas

Soz-iu(irst.lnnrg also

irr Fiarkfurr.

Near- tl.re e.d of the first worlct war, a yoLrng Gernran-Jewish
soldier
ca'-iecl olr a prolii'ic ('orrespor']clence .,";tti tarr,ily and fi-iends frorn
rhe
Ilalkan front. He sought 'in hi.s letters a lrieaslr-e of ir-rtimac1,, norrnality,
and intellectnal stir.'-'rilalior.i
qr-ralities alieir [o the disorierrt,ins co'cli- this psychorogical
ti.'s ri{ the {ro't. Yet, beyond
lroti'e comrnc. t' lris
I'eliow soldiers Iay a grander tasl< for tlre ler.ter rvriter: i'zrn
atmosphere
tf dezrih a'cl clespair, he br.rldly u'clerro.k io revitalize
Jen,ish religio'
an'cl culture.
The solclier- was F-ranz Rosenzweig (rgg6-19zg), and his ivar-time
literacy leeacy, insr:ribed on arm)/ pr-rst carcls, errdures as one
of the
'-rost
or-igirial, rrrnor'ai.ive, and suirsrantial contributions to
Jeu,ish ttroiight in
Lo7
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modern times.' Even his most notable philosophic achievement, Der
Stern der Erlt)sung, which sought to provide a theological anchor for the
modern individual cast adrift by Idealism and historicism, was begun
while Rosenzweig served on the front. Yet it is not this philosophic masterpiece which concerns us here; Der Stern der Erldsung has been amply
and ably commented upon." Rather, our interest lies in Rosenzweig's
reconsideration of the sources and methods of Jewish learning, and,
specifically, in his role as propagator of the idea of ao Ahademie ftir die
Wisseruchaft des Judentums (Academy for the $cience of Judaism).3
In March rgr7, Rosenzweig proposed a series of far-reaching reforms for Jewish educa[ion in epistolary form to the eminent philosopher Hermann Cohen.a The proposals, which were entitled and later
published as Zeit zils, aimed to recreate a holistic 'Jewish world," animated by the classical sources of Jewish tradition.s To achieve this and
(r) Nahum Glatzer,

Rosenzweig's erstwhile acquainance from the Freies Jil.disches
service by editing and anthologizing Rosenzweig's war-time correspondence (and adding biographical notes) in
Franz Rosenzweig: His Lifu and. Thought (New York, 1953), 3z-85.
(z) See, for instance, Glatzer's brief introduction to the English version of The Star
of Redemption, translated by William Hallo and reprinted by the University of Notre Dame
Press, (Notre Dame, lN, rg85), ix-xviii. Other noteworthy comrhentators include S.H.
Bergmann, Faith and. Reason, trans. Alfred Jospe (Washington, 196r), 5r-8o, Julius
Guttmann, Philosophies of Jud.aism (New York, rg73), paperback reprint, 416-45r, and the
various contributors to a volume edited by Pairl Mendes-Flohr entitled The Philosoplry of
Franz Rosenzweig (Hanover, NH and London, rg88).
(3) In general, the ori$ins and development of this fascinating institution have not
been adequately studied. Among the contributions which discuss the Akademie are Nahum
Clauer's introduction to Franz Rosenzweig, OnJeuish Leanring (New York, lgb5), g-24,
Werner Schochow, Deutsch-jiidische Geschiehtswissenschaft. Eine Geschichte ihrer
Organisatioruformen unter besonderer Berilchsichtigung der Fachbibliograpftle (Berlin, 1969),
38-42. Selma Stern-Taeubler, "Eugen Taeubler and rhe 'Wissenschaft des Judentums',"
Leo Baeck Institute Year Booh 3( r 9g8)4o-5g, Kurt Wilhelm (ecl.), Wissense haft des Jud.entutw
im dcutschen Sprachbereich. Ein Querschnitl (Tiibingen, 1967), 46-5o, and David Nathan
Myers, "From Zion Will Go Forth Torah: Jewish Scholarship and the Zionist Return to
History" (Ph.D Diss., Columbia University tggr), rg-z3. The most authoritative primary
source is the Akademie's yearly Korrespondenzblatt des Verehn zur Griindtmg und E.rhaltung
einer Ahndemie far die Wissenschnft des Jud,entzzei (hereafter Konespondenzblatt), which appeared from rgrg-rg3o. A potential cause for confusion is the fact that the opening issue
of rgrg and thac of rgzo both bear the number r. Yet it is in the rgzo issue that the
lormat for subsequent volumes was set. All told, the Korrespondenzblalt appeared, from
r92o, ten times (though in eleven numbers since 4 and 5 rvere issued together). Regar-ding
the earfy stages of the Akademie, see the Kon'espondenzbLatt t(rgtg)t-5, and
Korrespondenzhlatt r (r gzo)35-37.
(4)For a brief discussion of Cohen's intellectual biography, see Hans Liebeschritz,
"Hermann Cohen and his Historical Background," Leo Baech Inslihrle Year Booh
Iehrhaus

in Frankfurt, has performed an extremely valuable

3(r968)3-33.
$) Zeil kts (Berlin and Munich, rgrS). The title derives from Psalm rrg:rz6: "It is
time to work for the Lord; they made void Thy teachings." According to Rosenzweig's
r
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of traditional Torah study as the common activity of the
community. This process was accelerated in the era of critical

appearance

Jewish
scholarly analysis since non-specialists were effectively disenfranchised
from the study of Jewish texts. Rosenzweig lamented that "the specifically Jewish (interest) has become, instead of the concern of all, the spe-

cialty of a few."'o Moreover, since the advent of Wissensckaft d,es
Judentum, the aim of attaining "scientific" virtuosity through appeal to
an external standard of validation had replaced the quest for spiritual
enrichment. Rosenzweig felt it necessary to redreis this transformation.
The latter-day proprietors of Jewish learning had to be weaned away
from the cultural imperative fi Emancipation
that is, from the de-

-

mand to rehabilitateJudaism iforder to win social and legal acceptance.
More particularly, they had to be liberated from the single-minded obsession of having their discipline join the family of "European sister-

disciplines " (eur op riis c h e S c lpw e s t erwiss e n s chaft en) ."
Rosenzweig's efforts to overcome the centripetal and elitist thrust of
Jewish scholarship made him, in the eyes of a disciple, a leading 'Jewish
Bildungspolitiker" of his day." His "political" stance was infused by the

belief that the "curse of historicity" which afflicted Jewish intellectual
life must be lifted.'a It is interesting and paradoxical that this one-time
student of history
a man who was offered a university position in
history by his renowned
teacher at Freiburg, Friedrich Meinecke
would become such a trdnchanr critic of historical mechod and thinking
as applied to theJewish past.14 Yet, following his studies at Freiburg,
and his vertiginous flirtations with Christianity, Rosenzweig became increasingly convinced that historical analysis contributed little to his newfound life task of revitalizingJewish theology. In a rgr4 essay, he sharply criticized modern Christian theology, and modern scholarship in general, for its historicist turn.'5 The notion that history was objective and
scientific was but an "illusion." Moreover, historical research was better
equipped to study the fossilized past than to impart significant meaning
(ro) Ibi.d., t8.

(rt) Siinon, "Franz Rosenzweig und das jtidische Bildungsproblem," 5.
(rz) Simon, ibid.., z.
(t3) See his essay, "Atheistische Theologie," reprinted in Kleinere Schiften (Berlin,
r937), 289.
(t4) In August rgzo, Rosenzweig wrote a letter to Meinecke explaining why he turned
down the offer to accept a lectureship in history. See Franz Rosmzweig: His Life and,Thought,
9418. Paul Mendes-Flohr offers an illuminating discussion of Rosenzweig's attitude to
history and historical study in "Franz Rosenzweig and the Crisis of Historicism," The Philonphy of Franz Rosenzuelg, 138-16r.
(r5) "Atheistische Theologie," 278-zga.
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to life' Several years later, Rosenzweig wrote
in a letter that if historical
study had any varue, it lay, dialecticafy,
in "free(ingy betiefs rrom their
dependence on history"
that ir, u, a lever [o p.lp"L iJ."s from the
realm of the relative and -ephemeral to that
of the'essintial and timeless,
from history to theology.;6
the coming years, Rosenzweig appried the conclusions
.Iy
of his merhodological critique ro the refine*."t li
theologicar world-view distinc_
tive for its a-historicity. Thus, in a rgrg "recture,"he
declared: ,.TheJew_
ish spirit breaks through the shackrls tf
thisto.i."ry
Because ir
is itself eternar and subservient to
"po.ir.
the Eternar, it defiesihe
omnipotence
of time'"'z It is important to note that Rosenzweig
,rso charrrrered his
criticism of historical
into the pran for u ,E"rru.rru,ion

of Jewish
_stydy
learning outlined in zeit
i*s of r9r7. f-hu, chis p"roposrl *u, directed
at Flermann cohen shourd not be surprising.
Though cohen and
Rosenzweig differed in background and pmr.rlpii.a-p'..rf,..,irr.,
rrr.
two shared a commitment to fusinr
spiritual in_

'ffi'#il:

enthe aims ofJewish scholarship
public. In the opening article of
rgo4, cohen articulated the fear

Judaism
that is, t
losophy

,^"r::! ,*":;K::::(^(.!;!:W:';
n of the .rirr.r..rrrh century _
.elded
t,g
to the history of *re pfri_
uttog.tfrer rhe value of his_

torical st
ethics could tighten the bond betwe
and as a consequence, between the

of the many (i.e., rhe community).,
cohen later elaborated, was a fusion of scholarly
and existentiar concerns. In a rgoT essay, he proclaimed that:

A believer of another faith cannot conduct scholarry
research of
a Iiving religion,
religion. A living religion ."r, orrty l.
.of -our
treared scientifically
by one who belongs to it wlth inner pi.ry.,,
( r 6) see Rosenzweie's
retter to H ans Ehrenbers.of Decembe r 26, rgt7,
in
(Berlin, tg1il, 273; quored in Mendes-Flohr.
op.'"or., ,5r.
(r7) See "Geist und Epochen der jridischen
Gesch

(r8) See "Die Errichtung von Lehrsitihlen ftir
jridisch-rheologischen Lehianstalten,,,

Ethik

tutonatsschrift

Judentums 48(t go4) z-z r.

(r9) In this

essay,

fu

his Briefe

25'

if)rrOii,

cohen reveared a good dear of concern for the
materiar conditions
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Cohen's critique of a detached scholarly ethos was not limited to the
provinces of Jewish historical research. Indeed, he was among a grouP
of prominent German academics who initiated, at the turn of the cen[ury, an overarching re-evaluation of the methodological and epistemo-

logical assumptions underlying German historiography in general'
Along with Wilhelm Dilthey, Heinrich Rickert, Wilhelm Windelband,
and others, Cohen sought to clarify and refine the modes of cognition
and methods obtaining in the historical sciences'as against the natural
sciences."" In his own neo-Kantian formulation, that which distinguished the latter was reliance not only on logic, as with the natural
sciences, but on ethical norms as well."'A dry, eviscerated historicism
which resisted the ethical imperative thereby spurned its own methodological imperative.
Cohen's criticism helped induce what has been called a "crisis of his-

a sober moment of reflection
toricism" in German intellectual life
on the method and utility of historical study. Parallel to this criticism,
Cohen called attention to the increasing insularity and detachment of
Jewish historical scholarship in his essay in the opening number of the
new Monatsschrift. Cohen's perception was confirmed by the observation
of Ismar Elbogen, a ubiquitou, pi"r.n.. in German-Jewish scholarly cira sort of scholarly
cles, thatJewish scholarship had become Kleirm,rbeit
dissection of minutiae.'* indeed, a glance at the ftittoty of GermanJewish scholarship does suggest that over, the course of a century, the
holistic scholarly endeavor of the formative generations (e-g-, Ztnz and
Jost, and later, Geiger and Graetz) gave way to fragmentation in research. Jewish scholars bit off smaller and more esoteric topics for study
and employmenr prospects of youngJewish scholars. See Cohen's proposals [or the revival
education in Germany in "Zwei Vorschliige zur Sicherung unseres
of

Jewish

Fortbestands," Bericht der Grossloge filr Deutschland' U.O.B.B.: Festgabe (r882-r9ofl, No. z
(M?irz rgoT), rz. According to a short pamphlet describing the Akad,entie's activities, it was
Cohen's r9o7 proposals which laid the foundation For the Akademie. See Ahademie filr die
Wisseruchaft d.es Jud.entums (n.p., rgzT), a copy of which is located in the holdings of che
Klau Library of Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati.
(zo) see Georg lggers, The Gertna.n Conception of Hi:Lory:'llr,e NaLionalTradition of HistoricalThought from Herder lo the Present (Middletown, CT' 1968), r33-I73. It should be
nored that the attack on historicism was not limited to philosophers- The historian Karl
indeed, the very
Lamprecht appeared to undercut the very core o[ historical method
when he inveighed against "a descriptive method which distincredo of historicim
guished phenomena merely in rerms of distinctive, individual characteristics." Quoted in

ibid., r97.

(zr) see cohen's essay "Die Geisresrvissenschaften und die Philosophie" in his posthtrmously published Sch.riftm zw Phitosophie nnd Zeitgeschichle, lrrsg- von Albert Gorland
und Ernst Cassirer (Berlin, rgz8), 5zo-526. See also Iggers, np cit., r44-r4i.
(zz) I. Elbogen, Ein Jahrhundert Wissenschaft dc.s Judenlunts (Berlin, tgzz\. t7'
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without always possessing a crear view of the entire
fierd. while this may
well have been the result of the natural advance
of a new academic discipline from its programmatic to its operative phase,

it nonetheless came
at a price; the loss of a grand visron or purpose,
and concomitantly,
a more diluted sense of communar ..rpo.rribility (as
against the demands of pure scholarship)-"3 Responding to
iti,
crisis,
Hermann cohen maintained that if wirst^|no1t aa pa)rtun
"p"pu.ent
were ro
be rendered vital, it wourd have to regain intelrectuar"coherence,
as well
as a stronger sense of communal engagemenl.
Cohen supported his prescr
retirement from the faculty of
himself to Jewish education by
ophy and ethics at the Hochs
Judentums in Berlin.'a It was thro
Franz Rosenzweig fir-st encounter
nowned philosopher. In recounti
Rosenzweig observed that:
' ' ' here was no trace of that desperate lack of. content or indifference to conrent from which almost all contemporary
philoso_

phizing seems to suffer

teeming reality

-

I

an indifference that always makes one
lar man should be philosophizing
. The thing that ... I had long
s of the great dead _ the strici
he deep of an inchoate, chaotically
now saw face tq face in the living flesh.rs

Rosenzweig's admiration for cohen's philosophic
seriousness, and his
awareness of their shared concern for the rtut.

of;.,"ish

learning, made
natural partner in the "urr._p, to ..rrrr.it"t.
her source of attractio n may well have been
at both he and Cohen were, each in his own
distinct way' returners to
Judaism folrowing intense encounters wirh a
thoroughly non-Jewish intelectuar worrd. t"his biog.aphical
commonal_
ity explains, at least in part, cohen's enthusiastic endorsement
of
Rosenzweig's proposars for a
Jewish Akad,emie, which he offered in a
rgr8 article in the Neue Jild,ische Monatshefte. rn "on
the Founding of

. the
| **
t(os

S^.: D.N. Myers,
lr3l
(24) Cohen

..From

Zion Will Go Forth Toiah,,, z_rg.

fir.st lectured at the

Hoch

regular program of teaching there in
(25) Excerpted from q
a rrvlLuvv^
notebook ur
of

ond ihought,

ig.

e began a

more
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an Akademie fi.ir die wissenschaft des Judenlums," cohen analyzed the

emergence of the modern rabbinate and the concomitant disappearance
of a learned laity. To his mind, the time had come to reconnect the
severed link between intense intellectual study and general education,

and thereby encourage the dissemination of knowledge in the broader
community. The rabbinical seminaries which had been founded in Germany in the last sixty y€ars could not meet the demand. Only an open
academy, drawing together scholars of varying in[erests and personal
beliefs, and devoted to critical inquiry, could.'6.
cohen's supporting glosses to Rosenzweig's initial proposal appeared
at a most portentous moment in German, and GermanJewish, history."T
The war's end had laid open the prospecc for a new liberal order predicated upon equality, tolerance, and freedom of expression. It also coincided with the opening of a tumultuous period in the German academic world. The radically new circumstances in which Germany found

mandated not only a redefinition of che national selfimage, but more particularly a revived debate over the role and relevance of scholarship to present-day life. Perhaps the most renowned
contributor to this debate was the sociologist Max Weber. In his famous
speech, "Wissenschaft als Beruf," Weber sought to resurrect the rational
distinct from a prophet, theologian, or demagogue
man of science
who consciously eschewed bias by resorcing to rigorous and
value-free scholarly rnethod."8 Shortly before this lecture, Ftanz
Rosenzweig had first communicated to Hermann cohen his own
thoughts regarding the proper relationship of Wissenschalr to life. Quite

itself

in rgrT

(26) '.Zur Begriindung einer Akademie frir die wissenschaft des Judentums," Neue
ziro. Marz ryft)254-25g, reprinted in cohen'srlzidische scbiften, ed'
Bruno StrauB, (Berlin, rgz4), ll:-zrct-2r7.
(27) The ambience of Weimar Germany was an arena for a wide range of new cultural
expressions. [n commenting on the role of Jews in this arena, one observer noted: "The
overflowing plenty of stimuii, of artisric, scienCific, commercial improvisions which placed
the Berlin oi tgrS to rg33 in the class of Paris, stemmed from the most part from the
talents of this sector of the population . . . " Quoted in Peter Gay, The Berlin-Jeuish Spirit:
A Dogma in search of some Doubts (r5th Leo Baeck Memorial Lecture) (New York, r97z),
"Der Beitrag
3-4. S.. also the inuento.y ofJewish cultural achievement in Hans Tramer,
derJuden zu Geist und Kultur," Dattsches Jud.enlurn in Kieg urul Rnolution (t9t6-tpzj)'
ed. Werner E. Mosse (Tiibingen, rgTr), 317-385.
(zB) For a general discussion of the post-war mood in the German academy, see Fritz

Jildisehe Monaxhefte
rF

I

,l
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i
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Ringer, The Dictine of the German Mandarins: The German Academic Cornmunity, t89o-r9j j
in
lCambridg, MA, r969), z5z. Max Weber's speech, a version of which was delivered
Novembei rgr7, is trans[ated as "science as a Vocation" in From Max Weber, ed. H.H.
Gerth and c- wright Mills (New York, r 946), r zg-r 56. On the dating of webe r's speech,
see Guenther Roth and Wolfgang Schluchter, il4ax Weber's Vision of Hrilory (Berkeley,

r979)'
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unlike weber's lecture, Rosenzweig's letter did not have as its primary
goal the salvation of wissenschaftlich method or, more generally, of the
scholarly profession. Rather, it was singularly occupied wich mobilizing
wissenschaft to the task of reviving an aurhentic
Jewish world. To do
so, Rosenzweig
and cohen in his response
believed it necessary

[o overturn completely
the aspirations and scholarly
methods which

GermanJews had inherited from the era of political emancipation and
social integration.2e Interestingly, neither man was prepared to embark
upon this task beyond rhe bounds of the vaterland. The locus of their
aspirations forJewish fulfillment was not Palestine or America, as it had
been for many other Jewish contemporaries. It was Germany.
This geographic and existenrial choice forced cohen and Rosenzweig
to confront the inherent limitations of German Jewish life which Emancipation had promised, but failed, to overcome. Both persisted in the
century-old dream of garnering official recognirion for Jewish studies
within the hierarchical establishment of the German university sysrem.
Invoking the legacy of Leopold Zwnz, Cohen emphasized in r9o7 the
nexus between the emancipation of Jewish studies and broader social
acceptance: "The emancipation of our wissenschnft is the indispensable
precondition of our genuine and invigorating social emancipation.',3"
Rosenzweig, too, insisred in Zeit isrs that "a theological faculry in the
framework of a German university remains a great goal, perhaps the
greatest, which we can attain from the state at present',
a goal similar
to that which the Reform scholar, Abraham Geiger, -had earlier advanced.3

t

Inevitably, cohen and Rosenzweig recognized that their desires were
obstructed by official resrrictions and informal discrimination. They
temporarily abandoned the effort to find a place for Jewish studies in
the German university system. Instead, they focused their attention on
tlte Ahademi, as rhe necessary cure for the methodologicar and concep(zg) see Rosenzweig's critical comments on emancipatory aims and scholarly norms
among "Enlightened" Jews in rhe rgth cenrury in "Bildung und keine Ende," Kleinere
Schri-ften, 79-93.

(3o) cohen, "Zwei Vorschliige zur sicherung unseres Fortbestands," r r - Almost a half
century earlier, in 186r,zunz had made clear his conviction that "the emancipacion of
Jews in lile will result from the emancipation of wissenschaft des Judentums! see his
Schiften (Berlin, r875), I:59.
(3r) Zeit ists, zr. Rosenzweig's dream was fulfilled in rgzi when tbe University of

Gesam.m.elte

Frankfurt establisbed an academic position in Jewish theology to which Rosenzweig was
invired. Because of illness, Rosenzweig declined, and Marrin Buber assumed the post.
Abraham Geiger's proposal for such a faculty is found in "Die Gnindung einer judischtheologischen Facultiit, ein dringe ndes Berdiirfniss unserer zeit," wissewchaftliche
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tual malaise which afflicted Wissenschaft des Judett'tums. In the process'
they hoped to extend the boundaries of Jewish scholarship to include
all who possessed the will, if not always the expertise, to engage the classical sources of Judaism.

II
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Following Hermann Cohen's call for a new-style Ahademie in March
r9r8, a group of Berlin Jews began to meet with the explicit-aim of
laying its conceptual and institutional foundation. Shortly thereafter, in
April rgr8, the octogenarian Cohen passed away. The force of his personality, however, did not fade. The original Berlin circle grew into a
the Verein zur Grilndung und Erhaltung einer Akademie fiir
wider group
which brought together leading German
die Wissercchaft des Judentul?ts
Jewish communal leaders such as Gustav Bradt, Leopold Landau, and
Paul Nathan with academics such as Leo Baeck, Ernst Cassirer, Albert
Einstein, Ismar Elbogen, Eugen Tiubler, and Otto Warburg'3' The
group receive funds from a variety of sources in order to proceed with
most significantly, from the Berlin
the establishment of the Ahad'emid
-organization in Germany, and several
the
Bnai
Brith
community,
Jewish
large donors (including Franz Rosenzweig's family), in addition to smaller contributors. With this financial base, the Ahademie fi)r die Wisseruchaft
des Judentum4 which had not yet found a Permanen[ residence, was
formally constituted in May rgrg; scholarly work conducted under its
auspices began in July of the same year.33
Ironically, in the first meetings of the Verein, a conception of the
Ahademie's function emerged which differed quite dramatically from
that of Rosenzweig and of the recently-deceased Cohen. No firm evidence exists to explain the success of this comPeting conception in gaining adherents among the Verein's members. One can surmise that the
radically egalitarian thrust of the Cohen-Rosenzweig initiative may have
veered too far from the institutional and conceptual norms familiar to
Jewish scholarly circles in Berlin. In any event, a somewhat narrower
course of action for the Akademie was proPosed in a February r9r9
meeting of the Verein by Eugen Tiubler, who at the time was lecturing
in Greek ard Roman history at the University of Berlin.3a With this plan,
(32) Following Cohen's death, Gustav Bradt assumed leadershlp of the circle of supporrers. He was followed by Leopold Landau, under whose leadership the Verein was
formally established.
(33) A report on the initial funding for the Ahademie is found in the Kon'espondenzblntt
r(r

gzo)39-4o.

(34) Teubler presented the plan at a meetilrg of the Verein on Februar-y 23, rgrg'

lr rl
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rhe Ahademie took on an institutional form and direction which neither
Cohen nor Rosenzweig had anticipated.
The man who set the Akad,emie on this new course was one of the

rn a traditionalJewish home in Gostyn in the eastern province of posen.

Following inrensive Torah and Talmud study as a crritd there, Tiiubler
or
rY of Esriel

went
Hilde
des Ju

Ho
wei

Wissenschaft

of German

academe to a more particular Jewish world, Tziubrer embarked on the

reverse path. From the institutions of
Jewish learning in Berlin, he
moved on to the University of Berlin where he encountered some of

)

Jewish and non-Jewish institutions, from the Berlin Lehranstalt to Berlin
University, from the Ahad.emie fi)r die wisseruchaft d,es
Jud,entums to the
Heidelberg Academy of sciences. A childhood friend, Leo Baeck, took
note of this tendency when he eulogized riiubler as a perpetual f,wan-

derer between two worlds."37 Tdubler's ideorogical commitments also
swung between two distinct poles: deep pride and belief in the cause
of German nationalism and a prescient endorsement of Zionism.a8 In
the midst of all this vocatiqnal and psychic movement, one constant re-

(36) See Hoffmann, zoz.

(37) Baeck, "wanderer zwischen zwei welten- In Memoriam Eugen Taeubrer,,,,Der
Auftau, August 28, rg53.
(38) see H. srrauss, "Das Ende der wissenschafr desJudenrums in Deu.,chland,"
zg3.
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mained: in unswerving allegiance to the realm of wissenschaft, which,
it should be recalled, Rosenzweig (and cohen) had willfully forsaken.

unity of its economic, social, political and ideological elements and forces: no[ as a system of institutions but, in some respects, as an organic
being.":s A similar impulse to encomPass the manifold dimensions and
interconnections of the Jewish past left a deep imprint on Tdubler's early research in ancientJewish historY.4" Italso inspired his prolific Iabors

German Jewish life could emerge. Success in fulfilling this mission depended on an appreciation of the intersecting forces of Jewish and gen-

eral German history, not by considering Jewish history in an historical
vacuum or in monodimensional (i.e., religious or literary) terms, In-

Yearbook 9(r964)88.
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it

was essential to overcome the limited perspective of previous
scholars
who had treated "politics, the economy, and general culJewish
ture nol as primary conditions, but as accessories.',4,

Motivating Tdubler's labors was a mix of sensibilities which typified
the ambiguous status and perspective of German
Jewish scholars devoted to the study of rhe
er was the beneficiary

of an academic traini
great familiarity with
tl-re literature and to
dy. His own method
bore strong traces of a rgth century Romanticist historicism which, as

of
he inveighed againsr the pre_
ponderant and
Literaturgeschichte, arguing-for
a more serious
rial existence and social inter_
actions of the Jewish people. one effect of this correcrive, as embodied
in his early work onJewish history (more so rhan in his purely program_
matic utterances), was to draw attention away from intellectual and religious achievements to the political structure of the ancientJewish state.
However, the force of this corrective swing positioned T:iubler at an
extreme. His angle of observation was an "externalist" one, attuned to
the shaping of Jewish history by non-Jewish forces. Ironically, the historicist principle of capturing the immanent development of an historical object
in spirirual as well as political rerms
was at least partially
generations

-

sacrificed.

arship to the level of general European historical research, and by so
doing, to hasten the acceptance of Jewish scholars as equals by the German academy.43 And yet, a good deal of the considerable energy he
expended in organizing Jewish historical research was directed to establishing discrete instirutions which paralleled academic instirutions in
the broader German society. Thus, the work of the Gesamtarchiu was
expected to produce a picrure of German
Jewish history like that which
emerged of German history from documents in the Geheime staatsarchia
Qz) MCdJ r(rgog)3.
(43)See the KorrespondenzbLatt

r

(tg tg)23.
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in Berlin.++ While this conception reveals Tiubler's belief that German
Jews, in fact, possessed a distinct historical existence worthy of recounting, it also underscores the paradox of his attempt to elevate Jewish scholarship to a new level, albeit within the framework of exclusively
Jewish institutions. Tdubler's expectations, and his internalization of the
Iimits of Jewish integration, sllggest the persistence of a separate
German-Jewish sub-culture which developed adjacent to the non-Jewish

German society from the time of the Aufhlcirung.as
It was the aim of Franz Rosenzweig and Hermann Cohen not simply
to acknowledge a distinctJewish culture, but to infuse it with new vitality
through a cadre of committed teacher-scholars. Eugen Tiiubler too was
occupied with the task of revitalization, although of a more limited sort,
as we see in his plans for the Akademie's Research Institute. In a series
of proposals from rgr8 to rgrg, Tdubler called for the creation of an
institute ih which Jewish history could be studied in its historical, literall of which
ary, religious, philosophical, and linguistic manifestations
he believed to be conditioned not merely by internal forces, but by constant interaction with general historical currents.46 To carry out this vast
project, Tiiubler suggested the creation of nine sections to be staffed
by permanent Institute members. Each of these sections must avoid becoming an insular disciplinary island. Rather, as Tiubler declared, "the
particular work of each section runs parallel to the other, and becomes,
through a thousand-fold intertwining of substance, problems, and
methods, a unity."47 Hence, Tiubler imagined the construction of a
methodological edifrce which could house the entire organic unity of
Jewish history, while sharing a foundation and walls of support with
general history.
(44) Selma Stern-Taeubler, "Eugeh Taeubler and the 'Wissenschaft desJudentumb,"'
42.

(45) See David Sorkin's masterful analysis of the phenomenon of a German-Jewish
"subcufture" inThe Trarcfonnation of Germantetry, r78o-r84o (New York, r987). Tiiubler
appeared to acknowledge the consignment ofJewish scholars to a separate sphere when
he declared that the Ahadernie's Research Institute must undertake "to transplant the more
developed methods of other fields to the Jewish field and to encourage an independent
development corresponding to its particular quality." See "Die Akademie fr.ir die
Wissenschaft des Judentums. Ein Aufruf und ein Programm," Aufsiilze zur Problzmatih
jild.ischn Geschichkschrei,bung, 3o.
(46) In a rgrg proposal, Tiiubler noted: "The Research Institute will be the organ
of implementation of the Academy, and simultaneously the creator and maintainer oI'
irs scientific tradition. Its realm is the whole field ofJewish Wissenschaft, its task to explore
this field systematically." Kore spondcnzblatt t (r g r g)9.
(47) The nine sections were Biblical, Hellenistic-Roman, Talmudic, Historical, Literary
(medieval and modern), Islamic, Linguistic, Religious, and Philosophical.
Konespondcnzblntt r(r gr g) r r,zz.
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scholarship, epitomized by contemporary historicar research. By contrast, Tiubler's vision was unmistakably that of an historian trained in
the methods of archival research, and wedded to the meticulous and

istence firmly roored in material conditions. In proposing this ambitious
aim as the Akadernie's task, Tiiubler appeared to abando' the erstwhile
objective of producing teachers for the community
in fact, Ahndemie
-or of fortifying the
researchers were to be exempted from teaching
bond between wissenschaft and general Jewish iducation.
Tiiubler did
acknowledge that the rejuvenation of Jewish schorarship and the rejuvenation of Judaism were, in some way, interrelated.+8 yet, he was far

more attentive to the former mission.

(co) Nahum Glatzer notes thar "the turn to the purely historical which the Aiademy
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Absent Rosenzweig's influence, the Akadernie in Berlin became the
home of an elite Research Institute devoted exclusively to scholarly investigations. As founding director, Eugen T:iubler drew upon his past
work in organizing Jewish scholarly organizations. The Akademie afforded him the opportunity to re-emphasize the significance of archival
sources in the study of the Jewish past, a principle which animated his
earlier work at the Gesamtarchiu. Moreover, the Ahademie provided him
with the institutional support to foster a new professionally-trained class
of Jewish researchers which could expand the, methodological range of
Wissenschaft d,es Judentums beyond its rgth-century foundation.s' Fri[z
Baer, the f,rrst permanent researcher (Mitarbei,ter) hired by the Ahademie,

.t

I

.t

recalled that Tiiubler's forceful, even mesmerizing personality created
an ambience of monastic insularity and intensity. Indeed, Baer and his
fellow "monk-disciples" were convinced that "this teacher (i.e., Tziubler)
could liberate us from the apologetics and idealistic approach of Jewish
scholarship which had prevailed until that time in Western Europe."sz
The sense of embarking on a new scholarly mission in an atmosphere
of close collegiality permeated the first years of the Akademie. We hear
further testimony to this effect from Selma Stern, another Ahademie
Mitarbeiter, who married Eugen Tiiubler in rgzT.In a letrer to Fritz Baer
in 1968, she recalled nostalgically "the meeting with you and the other
members of the Akademie, and the years of common striving and labor
which have decisively influenced my life."53 Notwithstanding her fond
memories, it was not always easy to meld the skills and interests of individual researchers into a seamless collaboration. One structural obstacle to the goal of unified research seemed to inhere in the division of
the Research Institute into disciplinary sub-units. And yet, Tdubler insisted, with a familiar resort to the language of organic development,
had taken, prompted Rosenzweig, its initiator, to look to other ways of realizing his idea
See his article, "The Frankfort Lehrhaus," Leo Babch
Institule Year Book r(r956)ro7.
(5 t) For Tiiubler, this meant moving beyond the limited horizons of Literaturgeschichte:.
"What the philosopher muses upon, or the poet shapes, is only one side. It is necessary
to take account of what the whole, as a whole and in its parts, had done and gone through:
the political, economic, social phenomena and problems, rhe cultural changes, the development of sects, assimilation, the national movement, and many others . . . " See "Die
Akademie ftir die Wissenschaft des Judentums. Ein Aufruf und ein Programm," zg.
(5e) See Baer's eulogy, "Eugen Tiubler," Zion rg(rg54)72. Baer, who had complered
his doctoral dissertation at Freiburg under Heinrich Finke, was hired by the Aha.dzmie
inJuly rgrg. He remained aMitarbeiter there until his immigration to Palestine in rg3o,
where he became the first professor of Jewish history at the Hebrew University.
(53) This letter of Sepcember r7, 1968 is found in Baer's papers in rhe Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People (Jerusalem), Pr63.

of a renaissance ofJewish learning."
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that the "arrangement (into sub-units) should not separate, but should
rather make possible a close bond within the unity of the whole."5a
The principle of integrated disciplines leading to a scholarly unity
received i[s clearest expression in the Bibliotheca Jud.aica project, proposed by Tiiubler in his earliest plans for an Ahad,ernie.tr5 He envisaged
a collection of critical editions of the most important Jewish texts up
to the r8th century, divided according to twelve categories.56 Each of
the Akademie's sections would play a role in identifying, editing, and
annotating the texts to be included. As a result, tllre Bibliotheca Judaica
was an undertaking which required the full participation of Akndemie
researchers, not to mention considerable financial support from the
Jewish community. If successfully executed, it would serve as a par^digm for the kind of collaborative scholarly labor essential to a vital and
holistic Wissenschaft des Judentums.
In the first three years of the Ahademie's operation, Tiiubler focused
the staffs energies on one specific component of the Bibliotheca Judaica
series. Along with Fritz Baer, David Hartwig Baneth, and Arthur
Spanier, he endeavored to produce a complete literary record of the
Hebrew Crusade chronicles, replere with historical analysis. The potential value of this work went beyond the normal recognition which comes
from an important scholarly achievement. 'Idubler also saw a palpable
therapeutic value for the Akademie researchers:
Commonly-pursued works (of this kind) are of particular importance for the inner progress of the (Research) Institute. The
talents which dwell in each Mitarbeiter and which are naturally developed according to the different directions of each one, join together in a singular task, and enhance it, as well as serving to fructify and mature the researchers. At the same time, they promote,
to a great exten[, the inner unification of the entire field of Jewish
scholarship which consists of various disciplines.sz
(54) See the Kon'espond,enzblatt z(tgzr)32.

$5) f bid., 3o- See also the proposal in t}:^e Korrespond.enzblntt r ( r 9 r g) r z. The scope of
the Biblioth.ecaJudaicaproject recalls a number of vasc projects of compilation undertaken
by rhe Gesellschaft nu' Fi)rdcrung der Wissenschafl. d.es Judentums: a Corpus Tannai.ticum, to include critical editions of Tannaitic texts; and the Germania Judnica, which was ro assemble
co Jewish life in Germany throughout the ages.
(56) These categories were Biblical, Greek writings, Talmudic, historical, dogmatic,
philosophical, grammatical, mathematical, responsa, Biblical commentary, poetic, popular
writing, and miscellanea.
(57) Konespond,enzblatt z(rgzr)34. Following completion of this project, Tiubler hoped
to proceed Lo an IntJex Talrnudicus as the next step in the Bi.bliotluca Jurlaica.

all archival fragments relaring
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The vast scope of the Bibliotheca Judaica series virrually assured its
non-completion, especially given the limited financial resources, and at-
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were able to complete under Tdubler's guidance were individual monographic srudies or critical editions, many of which were published by
the Ahademie as part of a regular series. In the Tarmudic section,
chanoch Albeck and Arthur spanier published studies on the redaction
of the Mishnah and the Tosefta period in Tannaitic rirerarure respectively.s8 David Baneth, who was a member of the philological section,
worked on a German translation and introduction to the Kuzari of the
medieval spanish poet and philosopher, yehudah Ha-Levi. This work
was scheduled to be published by the Akademie, though Baneth's emigration to Palesrine in rgz4 delayed its completion. yet, perhaps the
most significant and enduring work
not surprising given Tdubler's
own training and priorities
was conducted by the researchers of the
- and Selma stern. Following Tdubler's
Historical section, Fritz Baer
advice, Baer began his term of employment at rhe Ahad,emie by investigating
the protocols of the Jewish council of the principarity of cleve (spanning
the years 169o-18o7)
a document which had been preserved in the
Gesamtarchia der deutschen
J"d"". He followed this study with an analysis
of the sources and composition of the sixteenth-century Hebrew chronicle, sheaet Yehul,ah.sg It was also as an Ahademie researcher that Baer
was first sent to spanish (and other) archives in order to compile what
would become his monumental documentary history of the
Jews in
christian spain: the two volume Die Jud,en im christlichein spanien (Berlin,
r

gzg-36).

Like Baer, Selma Stern began to explore paths of research in her
first years at the Akndemie which she continued to follow throughout
her subsequent career. She combed various German archives in search
of material for a study of the prussian State and the Jews in the time
of the Grear Elector, Friedrich wilhelm (ruled r64o-88) and Friedrich

1tl'

1:

':

$g)

See Baer's

Untersu

r9z3) and the earlier Das
tgzz). On the latter

work,

Berlin,
Berlin,
4-226.
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I (r7or-r3)- The resuks, published over a forry-year period in eight volumes, were intended to revise current notions of the causes and course
Irs]

ofJewish emancipation.6" The early stages of this work led stern, under
the Ahademia's aegis, to a more detailed examination of the role of court

Both selma Stern a'd Fritz Baer were exemplars of the kind of researcher whom Eugen Tiiubler saw as essential to the elevation ofJewish
scholarship to a level of parity with generar historical studies in Germany. unlike earlier practitioners of w'issenschaft des
Jud,enturns, the two
were trained historians whose labors heavily relied upon archival research. Both also shared riubler's programmatic commitment to shift
the focus of scholarly attention away from Literaturgeschichte to a wider
array of considerations, especially social and economic, in evaluating the
Jewish past. And yer, in absorbing these important Tiiublerian motifs,
the two did little ro advance the goal of coilaborative research. Their
respective scholarly contributions while at the Ahad,ernie fell under the
rubric of Einzelfurschungen, single works of research, which were intended to complement, not supplant, the large joint projects such as the Bib_
liotheca Judai.ca.

It should

be reiterated that the vision of collaborarive research which

(62) On the lnstirure of Jewish Studies, see D.N. Myers, op. cit.,5z_tot.
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achievements, as well as a remedy to the fragmentation and overspec-

ialization which accompanied the ongoing professionalization of the
field. In the case of the Akademie, the task of achieving a systematic, colIaborative enterprise was made difficult by a number of major obstacles:
a dearth of financial resollrces and personnel, along with the strong research interesls of individual researchers. An even more size able impediment, however, was the departure of Eugen Tdubler, the guiding force
behind the Research Institute, to an academic position at the University
of Zurich in rgzz.
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Td.ubler's resignation from the directorship of tir'e Akademie was symptomatic of his restless, and cyclical, "wander(ing) beteen two worlds."
Ever in quest of the personal contentment which so sadly eluded him,
Tiiubler sought to escape the administrative demands and exclusively
Jewish focus of the Ahademie. He moved to Zurich to become a professor
of Greek and Roman history, before assuming a professorship in ancient

history at Heidelberg in r9e5.63
If his tenure at the Ahademie was marked by a host of bureaucratic
strains, his last year there was full of even more ponderous Pressures.
For that year was one of staggering economic misfortune. The post-war
inflationary rates of Weimar Germany reached unimaginable levels: at
the beginning of rgrg, 4.2 German marks purchased an American dollar. By November of r923, the ra[e had soared incredibly to 42oo billion
marks to the dollar!6+ An equally dizzying climb is revealed in the financial statements of the Ahademie. Its operating budget in rgrg was
approximately 7o,ooo marks. Two years later, in rgzr, income and expenditures stood at zg4,618 marks. In rgzz, the year Tiiubler left Berlin, the figure had jumped more than ten-fold to 2,897,J95.5o. And
in the first half of rgz3 alone, expenditures reached 53.4 million marks
(equivalent to $1442), whereas income totalled 6.7 million (or $246).65
These conditions, which may have hastened Tiubler's departure,
(63) ln the wake of the Nazi ascent to power, T?iubler resigned his professorship at
He.idelberg, as well as his merrbership in the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences. In r 938,
he returned to a German Jewish scholarly institution as professor at the Hocluchulel
Lehranstalt fiir d,ie Wisserlsehaft des Ju.denluns in Berlin.
(64) See Fritz Ringer, supra, n. 28,62.
(65) See the financial records of the Ahatbmie in the administrative reports of the
Korrespondenzblatt r(t gzo)4o,3(rgze)3, and 4-g(rgz3-2d11. By rgz4, after the stabilization o[ the currency, the Ahad.emie's budget had fallen to the rgrg level of approxirnately
7o,ooo marks.
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hardly facilitated Lhe entrance of his succes
philosophy, Julius Gu[tmann. The normal
cient funds to meet the operating budget
paralyzing inflation. Augmenting the staff of permanent researchers
during this period was unthinkable. Moreover, the most reliable (and
often exclusive) source attesting to ttre Akademie's develoPment, the yearIy Korresponderzzblatt, failed to apPear in rgz3. A report of the Administrative Board in the next number of the Korrespondenzblatt (describing
rhe Research lnstitute's activities during r9z3) reveals that "(financial)
requirements for salaries and subvention (of existing projects) alone are
absolutely extraordinary due to the progressive decline of the Mark."66
What was necessary, the report concluded, was a new campaigrr to raise
money outside of Germany, particularly in North America'6?
Writing just as the first waves of the inflationary crisis hit, Julius
Guttmann indicated his desire to continue the agenda of Eugen T?iubler

Gurtmann noted that this "corporate" undertaking should yield a tightknit Arbeihgemeirschaft whose chief function was to systematize the vast and
often inchoate mass of Jewish literary and historical knowledge.oe
Implicit in this evocation of Tlubler's vision of collaborative research

of previou s Wissenschaft des Jud,entums. Such a critique was
quite natural for the peripatetic Tiubler, who alternated between the
fringes and the center of the Jewish scholarly establishment in Germany.
It was less expected from Guttmann who, in relative terms, was a "blue
blood" in rhe brief history of Wissenschaft des Judentums.T" His father,
at the Jildisch-Theologisches
Jakob, was an eminent scholar who taughr
was a critique

(66)
flation,',
of the A

latl 4-5Q'gz3-24)58.

See also the reference to tbe "catascrophic

in-

Guttmann's rePort on the scientific work
thar this number of the Korrespondenzblatt had been ready for publication in the fall of tgz3, but was postponed "on other grounds" (i.e., other than lack

8.

ot.

ut

ih. beginning of

(7o) see the essay of rhe former Akademie Mitarbeiter, Fritz Bamberger, 'Julius
philosopher of .Judaism," Leo Baech Institute Yearbooh 5(r96o)314.

G,rti.u'n

-

in Breslau. Guttmann fls studied and received rabbinic ordination at the seminary in Breslau, while also studying for a doctorate

Seminar

in philosophy at the local university. Like his father, Julius Guttmann's
primary concern as a Jewish scholar was the hisrory of philosophl, particularly among its most distinguished medieval Jewish expoiitors.T' It
was this subject which he taught at the Berlin Hochschule, and for which
he achieved his grearest eminence as a researcher.
This interest in medieval Jewish thought reflected a long-standing
fascination of Wissenschaft des Judentums with the absorption and reformulaLion of non-Jewish philosophical currents intb Jewish molds, especially in the celebrated milieu of Muslim Spain. It also reflected a longstanding emphasis on the development of Judaism in intellectualspiritual terms. Eugen Tiubler frequently lamented this emphasis,
claiming that it captured only one dimension of a multi-faceted historical existence. Interestingly, Guttmann echoed Tiubler's reproachful
tone in a popular programmatic essay written several years after he assumed t}re Akademiz's directorship. In summarizing the state of resealch,
he noted:
t

Literaturgeschichte remains prevalent in diverse areas of scholarship,

though it has hardly penetrated the intellectual content of literary
creations or the idealistic or psychic motives operating within theni.
Neither the development of popularJewish piety nor the structure
of Jewish communal life has been systematically studied. Indeed,
a new set of questions, which has yielded a change of direction
in general scholarship as well as a new sphere of cultural interest,
has not yet been posed (in Jewish scholarhip).7'

'

r,f
l.)

Guttmann himself supplemented his principal research on Jewish
philosophy with occasional forays into the origins and foundations of
intrigued
Jewish communal life in pre-modern times. He was especially
by the application of sociological and economic modes of analysis to the
added a
Jewish past.73 It was under his leadership that the Ahademie
(7r) Guttmann's discussion of Jewish philosophy in the Middle Ages occupies almost
two-thirds of his authoritative study, Die Philonphie des Judentum^r (Munich, r933), translated into English as Philosophies of Judaism.
(72)see Guttmann,s report, "Die Akademie fiir die wissenschaft

des

Judentums," Dar
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section for statistics and economics in rgz7. This expansion of the
Ahademie's scholarly boundaries was motivated by a pair of interrelated
goals similar to Tiiubler's: the rejuvenation of Jewish scholarship, and
the cultivation of a new genera[ion of professional researchers whose
individual talents could be channeled to the larger aim of systematizalion.Ta

Guttmann was even more explicit than Tiubler in admitting to the
attenuated utility of Ahademie research for Jewish life. While not seeking
to sever the link between them, he averred that "only if Wi,sserucha.ft is
guided entirely by its own law can it fulfill the function of contributing
to the whole of Jewish life." This assertion of the autonomous and insular development of scholarship was followed by an even clearer statement of the relationship between present-day concerns and the direction of research:
The connection with the interests ofJewish Iife naturally cannot
always be immediate and close. All manifestations of Jewish life,
all periods ofJewish history, all areas ofJewish }iterature have their
legitimate place within Wisseruchaft des Judentums irrespective of
whether their connection to present-day Jewish concerns is close

or

distant.T5

Notwirhstanding this affirmation of the legitimacy of "all manifestations of Jewish life." fhe Ahad,emie under Gu[tmann's leadership followed his own scholarly strengths. Whereas the focal points of research
under Eugen Tiiubler had been the historical, philological, and Talmudic sections, Guttmann emphasized the need to cultivate work in the
study of the Jewish religion through the creation of a section for
Religi.onswissenschaft. This section would not only gauge the inner development of Jewish religions thought, but also would trace its pervasive
impact upon Jewish law, philosophy, and communal life.z6 As under
Tziubler, Ahademie scholalship was concentrated on the medieval period,
with its vast range of Jewish religious and cultural expressions.
Guttmann called for critical editions and German translations of the
most important works of medieval Jewish philosophy, considering them
essential to an understanding of Jewish intellectual history. David
(74) See "Die Akademie frir die Wissenschaft des Judentums," Der Jud'e 7Qgry)49r.

Elsewhere, Gutrmann argued that. "a vibrant Wissenschaft differs from moribund learning
in that its individual work (Einzelarbeil) is determined by general and fundamental points
of view, and it achieves a unified methodological end." Korrespondenzblalt 4-5$9z3-z$46.
Q) Ibid; see Bamberger, 'Julius Guttmann," r4-r5.

(76) Kon espondenzblatt
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did

on the Kuzari belonged to this enterprise. So too
sections of
projected translation of the ouertly philosophical
had

Baneth,s work

a

Obermann'.who
Maimonides' Mishneh Torah (und'ertaken byiulius
Crescas"Or'AdoHasdai
of
translation
Ieft ior New York by ,gzg) and a
nai.77

on other
ln addition to philosophy, Guttmann placed priority
Bibtiotheca Judaica
of medieval Jewish clrlt,,re' The component of the
the "Scriptores
was
rapidly
series which he hoped to develop most
works of
prominen[
of
was the ciitical edici'on
face[s

Grammatici," whose aim
fir11 project unmedieval Hebrew grammar and Biblical exegesis"The
the

Rihmah' edited by
dertaken was Jonah ibn Janah's Sefer ha
Though it was the only
Ukrainian-born philologi,t liithutl Wilensky'78
series' the Akademie's
;;tJ*; ;"-pr.ti in thJ"scriptores Grammatici"
to examining the culsupport reflected a deep institutional commitment
in the Middle Ages' This
tural interchu.,g. b.t*.en Jews and Muslims
in the Ak'o'demie's subcommitment *as clea.Ly tihibittd, for instance'
who studied Biblical
vention of Heinrich Sptyt', a Part-t'ime researcher'
narratives in the Koran'7e
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Baer's explanation warrants further comment' He expressly dis-
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tanced himself from his scholarly predecessors by moving beyond the
prevalent focus uponJewish life in Muslim Spain, and the resultant denigration of Jewish life in Christian Spain. In introducing the first of two
large volumes of documents compiled under the Akad,emre's auspices,
Baer castigated earlierJewish historians, especially Heinrich Gtaetz, fot
depicting the Christian period as one of "growing misery and decline."
Baer asserted that "the obsolete spirit of Enlightenment" dominated the
a critique which applied
intellectual world-view of the earlier scholars
to their celebration of Jewish culture in Muslim Spain.s'To his mind,
this spirit manifested itself in the drive of nineteenth-century "Enlightan impetus
ened" German Jews for cultural and spiritual ecumenism
which drew upon the historical precedent of the "Golden Age" of Spanish Jewy.
'Such
a vision appealed to Baer on neither methodological nor substantive grounds. In the wake of Tiubler's charge to historicize the Jewish past, Baer held tha[ "in order to evaluate the sources correctly," the
recorder of history must make every effort to understand historical events and currents on their own terms.83 It was inappropriate to stand
at a distance, projecting a current sensibility onto the past as a means
of validating that present sensibility. Eschewing "the obsolete spirit of
the Enlightenment," Baer saw no need to advance the image of a glorious confluence of Jewish and non-Jewish cultures in the "Golden Age"
of Spain. Rather, he chose to explore a later period of Spanish-Jewish
history beset, in his view, by a number of revealing socio-economic and
religious struggles within the Jewish community.8a
Baer's work simultaneously reflected the pervasive interest of Jewish
scholars in the Jewish Middle Ages (and in Spain in particular), and
proposed a corrective to that emphasis. It is noteworthy that this attempt
to reshape Jewish scholarly norms was carried out at, and generously

supported by, the Akadeynie. For this institution was inspired, from
Eugen Tdubler's first days, by the goals of nineteenth-century Jewish
scholars, especially of elevating Jewish scholarship to a level commensurate with general historical and philological studies in Germany.
6( t 925)5.

(82) F. Baer, DieJudenhncJrrislliehenspanienllr,Aragoni.enundNavarra

(Berlin, rgzg),

XXIV.

(8$

rbid..

(84) See Told.ot ha-Yehud'irn bi-Sefarad h.a-Notsril, revised second edition (Tel-Aviv, r 959).
For a general discussion of Baer's historiographical perspective, see D.N. Myers, 'lFrom
Zion Will Go Forth Torah," zrr-:58.
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con[inuing neglect of Jewish scholarship by the German university system, and to the altendant need to create a framework for it within the
omenon was accomPanied by a concep[ual turn
entury scholarly paradigrhs. Under the guidance
nn, Ahademie researchers were explicitly encour-
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to underrake a critical edition of the writings of the thirteenth-

opment of late medieval Kabbalah is still cloaked can only.tre lifted if
his (i.e., de Leon's) writings are made completely accessible for research.',8s Much of Scholem's labors in the next decade were devoted
to srudying the link between Moses de Leon and the zohnr, though he
a critical edition of de Leon's writings for the
.r.u..

"o*pleted

Akademi.e-86

whar is noteworthy here is not so much scholem's final conclusion
in the matter of the zohar, but the fact that his novel research was suP-
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ported by the Akademie. Though it had hitherto escaped close and systematic analysis, Kabbalah was now recognized as a vital consti[uent of
medieval Jewish life. Ics exploration did not yield the same image of
a rational and enlightened Judaism which had emerged from
nineteenth-century Jewish scholarship (and apologetics). In this regard,
Scholem's work conformed to the guiding ethos of the Ahad'emie, which
mandated that a holistic account of Jewish past, including expressions
previously deemed unflattering or unworthy of scholarly attention, be
given.

Scholem is relevant in another regard' Based in Jerusalem, he was
not, and could not be, a permanent Mitarbei'ter- Rather, he was part of
a pool of part-time researchers who received subsidies to carry out work
which fit the Ahademie'sown goals.87 The need to contract out to scholars
on a part-time basis was a function of the Akad'emie's perennial dearth
of resources. Even after the great inflationary crisis of rgzz-zg, and despite a steady increase in the number of Patrons, the Akademie was never
able to secure solid financial footing.s8 As a result, new' or even replacemen:, Mitarbeiter were rarely hired. By rgz5, the Ahnd.emie supported
a total of twelve scholars; of whom half were Permanent staff' By the
end of its first (and last) decade of existence , the Ahademie lrrad employed
double the rgz5 total of scholars, though never more than six or seven
Mitarbeiter. Julius Guttmann saw it as a mark of the Ahndemie's high
standards, though no less of its own inability to provide steady suPPort,
rhar Research Institute alumni often left the institution for other Ieading
to the Hochschulel
centers of Jewish scholarship throughout the world
in New York,
of
Religion
lnstitute
the
Berlin,
to
Lehranstalt in
Jewish
ro rhe Oriental Division of the Prussian Staatsbibli.oteA, and to the Hebrew

University and National Library in Jerusalem.8s
The presence of a cadre of highly-qualified, part-time researchers
was also necessitated by two special projects supported by the Akademie
outside the framework of the Research Institute staff. In December
(87) Even in rhis regard, Schole[r was somewhat unusual. Most of the part-time researchers resided in Berlin, or at least, in Germany. However, Scholem and his colleague,
J.N- Epstein, received Ahademie money while living in Jerusalem.
(88) For figures on lhe increase in the number of donors, see Korrespondenzblatl
3(rgzz)55. The general paucity of resources is attested to in the Konespondenzblatt

7Qgz6)4t-42; 9(rgz8)4o; ro(rgzg)39; r r(rg3o)33.
(Bg) See J. Gutcmann, "Die Akadernie frir die Wissenschafc

des Judentums," Festgabe

a.m zehnjiihrigm Bestehen der Aknl,emie fAr die Wissenschaft dcs Judentums, rz. A report froin
the rgzT meeting of the Ahad,mrie's friends' association enumerates z5 scholars working
under irs roof. See rhe new series of the Zei.tschrift filr Dernographie unl' Statistih der Juden

40sz7\-
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rgzz, the Hermnnn Cohen-Stifturng (Foundation) was established by the
with the principal aim of collecting and publishing the late philosopher's Jewish writings. The task of editing these writings originally
fell to Rabbi Benzion Kellermann, a former student of Cohen's and a
member of the Ahademie's advisory commission on philosophy. His death
in rgz3 pushed the editorial mantle into the hands of Dr. Bruno Strauss,
a secondary school teacher in Berlin. Interestingly, the introduction
which Kellermann intended to preface Cohen's writings was now to be
undertaken by one of the philosopher's most diqtinguished disciples
none other than Franz Rosenzweig.eo Through the joint labors -of
Strauss and Rosenzweig, three volumes of Hermann Cohen's Jiidi,sche
Schriften appeared in t gz4. It was hoped that their publicarion would
not only draw attention to Cohen as a Jewish thinker, but also stimulate
interest in the activities of the Ahademie (of which Cohen was a founding
father).sr It. was also hoped that the Hermann Cohen-Stiftung could increase revenues. lndeed, soon after its creation, the Foundation became
a fiscal and organizational entity distinct from the Research Institute
in the expectation that it could attract its own contributors.
The value of the Cohen-Sti,ftung as a revenue producer for the

Akad,ernie

Akademie was tempered by an extremely ambitious publication schedule.

Following the publication of Cohen's Jiidische Schriften, two volumes of
in 1928 under the joint editorship of Albert G6rland and Ernst Cassirer, the latter of whom had
been a supporter of the Akademie from its inception. Around that time,
the Stiftung also began to sponsor monographs which examined various
aspects of Cohen's philosophical oeuare.e" In addition, plans were announced for a Hebrew translation of his majorJewish writings, the work
for which was undertaken by Leo Rosenzweig with the assistance of two
part-time researchers.
Excepting Cohen's Jiidische Schriften, all of these writings appeared,
or were [o appear, under the auspices of the Akademie-Verlag, the
Ahademie's publishing concern which was established in r9z6.e3 The
his general philosophical writings appeared

(go) Korrespondenzblau

(gt) Ibid.,

4-gj

gz

3-z 4)

5r.

52.

(gz) The smaller philosophical writings are contained in Hermann Coheru Schriften zur
von A. G6rland und E. Cassirer (Berlin, rgz8). Monographs included Jakob Gordon, Der Ichbegriff bei Hegel, bei Cofun und in der Westdeutschen
Schule (Berlin, r9z7); and Jakob Gordin, IJntersuchungen ztr Theorie d,es unend,Iichm tJrteik
Philosophiz und Zeitgeschichta, hrsg.

(Berlin, tgzg). The

Korrespond.enzblatt

7

Cohen-Stiftung's financial difficulties
QgzG)43 and g( r gz8)43.

(93) Korrespondenzhlnt 8(rgz7)35. Prior to the creation
Akadcmie's monographs were publis[red by
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of Jewish philosophy, Alexander Altmann.eb
The Ahademle's willingness to embark on the large Mendelssohn project is attributable not merely to its proclivity for collaborative work. It
also stemmed from the fact that Mendelssohn and his thought stood
at the crossroads of the medieval and modern in Jewish intellectual history, as well as of the Hebrew, Yiddish, and German languages. AIthough Akademie research focused, for the most part, on the Jewish Middle Ages, neither Eugen -fziubler nor Julius Guttmann was averse to
work which explored the intellectual and social processes that demarcated modernity. Indicative of this was the subvention of Leo Strauss'
investigation of Spinoza's Biblical criticism, as developed in the
Theologico-political Treatisa. As Strauss laler observed, his work rested on
the premise that, in Spinoza, "a return to pre-modern philosophy is imthat is, the rupture between ancient or medieval thought
possible"
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l,'erlag was also the publisher of one of the Ahademie's most significanr
collaborative projects, an edition of the writings of the father of the Jewish Enlightenment, IVIoses Mendelssohn (r7zg-r786). Inspired by the
impending bicentennial of his birthday in rgz9, the Mendelssohn family
offered initial financial support for the project in rgz6, and entrusted
its execution to two German-Jewish organizations: the Geselkchaft zur
Fdrderung der Wissenschaft des Judentums and the Akademie. The two
groups created a guiding committee which included their representatives, as well as the Mendelssohn family. Editorial leadership was provided by Julius Guttmann, Eugen Mittwoch, direclor of the Seminar filr
orientalische Sprachen in Berlin, and Ismar Elbogen, then professor at the
Berlin Hochsh.ulelLehranstalt. The three scholars oversaw a team of
Ahademie scholars which included Fritz Bamberger, Haim Borodianski,
Simon Rawidowicz, Bruno Strauss, and Leo Strauss.ea The original plan
called for sixteen volumes of Mendelssohn's writings to be published
at the rate of three a year. Over the course of a decade, only seven of
the sixteen volumes appeared. However, in rg7r, the work of editing
Nlendelssohn's voluminous writings was resumed by the eminent scholar

Ahndemie'sclosing

lassirer (Berlin, rgzS). MonoCohe'n und in der Wesldeutschen
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in rg34, its publication

series was taken over by the renowned Schocken

Berlin.

(g4) The editorial board divided its labors in the following fashion: Guttmann was
to be r-esponsible for Mendelssohn's philosophical writings, Elbogen for the non-Hebrew
on Jewish matters. The task o{
.f ewish writings, and lVlittwoch lor che Hebrew writings
supervising work on Mendelssohn's correspondence and other writings fell to Bruno
Strauss (who edited Hermann Coben's Jewish writings). Korrespondenzblntt 7(tgz6)42.
(g5) Altrnann's editorial work has not only filled in the gaps of the earlier undertaking,
but expanded its scope. See his introduction to Mendelssobn's Gesammelle Schriften
J
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collaborative projects, an edition of the wrirings of the father of the Jewish Enlightenment, iVloses Mendelssohn (r729-r786). Inspired by the
impending bicentennial of his birthday in r929, rhe Mendelssohn family
offered initial financial support for the project in r9z6, and entrusted
its execution to two German-Jewish organizations: th.e Gesellschaft zur
Fdrderung der W'issenschaft des Judenturns and the Ahademie. The two
groups created a guiding cornmittee which included their representatives, as well as the Mendelssohn family. Editorial leadership was provided by Julius Guttmann, Eugen Mittwoch, director of the Seminar filr
orientalische Sprachen in Berlin, and Ismar Elbogen, then professor at the
Berlin HochshulelLehranstalt. The three scholars oversaw a team of
Aha.demi.e scholars which included Fritz Bamberger, Haim Borodianski,
Simon Rawidowicz, Bruno Strauss, and Leo Strauss.ea The original plan
called for sixteen volumes of Mendelssohn's writings to be published
at the rate of three ayear. Over the course of a decade, only seven of
the sixteen volumes appeared. However, in rq7r, the work of editing
Mendelssohn's voluminous writings was resumed by the eminent scholar
of Jewish philosophy, Alexander Altmann.e5
The Akademie's willingness to embark on the large Mendelssohn project is attributable not merely to its proclivity for collaborative work. It
also stemmed from the fact that Mendelssohn and his thought stood
at the crossroads of the medieval and modern in Jewish intelleccual history, as well as of the Hebrew, Yiddish, and German languages. AI=
though Akadem.ie research focused, for the most part, on the Jewish ivliddle Ages, neither Eugen -Iiiubler nor Julius Guttmann was averse to
work which explored the intellectual and social processes that demarcated modernity. Indicative of this was the subvention of Leo Strauss'
investigation of Spinoza's Biblical criticism, as developed in the
Theologico-political Treatisa. As Strauss later observed, his work rested on
the premise that, in Spinoza, "a return to pre-modern philosophy is impossible"
that is, the rupture between ancient or medieval thought

-

Akademie'sclosingin rg34,itspublicationserieswastakenoverbytherenownedScbocken
house in Berlin.
(g4) The editorial board divided its labors in the following fashion: Guttmann was
to be r-esponsible for Mendelssohn's philosophical writings, Elbogen for [he non-Hebrew
.fewish writings, and Mittwoch for cbe Hebrew writings on Jewish matters. The task of
supervising work on Mendelssohn's correspondence and o[her writings fell to Bruno
Strauss (who edited Hermann Cohen's Jewish writings). Korespondenzblatt TQgzB)42.
(g5) Altrnann's editorial work has not only filled in the gaps of the earlier undertaking,
but expanded its scope. See his introduction to Mendelssohn's Gesammelte Schiften
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and modern

had become irreconcilable. Indeed, Strauss followed
Hermann Cohen in understanding Spinoza's views as a radical critique
of the fundamental belief in Revelation which undergirded traditional

Jewish religion.eo
Even more central to the Ahademie's research agenda for the modern
period than Strauss' work was that of Selma Stern on the Prussian s[ate
and the Jews. Stern was motivated by a desire to expand the terms of
debate over the inception of modern Jewish history beyond a discussion
of the influence of Enlightenmenr philosophy or the French Revolution.
In her research, she sought to capture the large-scale structural changes
in political order, and social and economic relations between Jews and
non-Jews, which preceded the events of i789.'Evoking Tiiubler's ideal
of an integrated historical portrait, she recognized chat intellectual developments could not be understood in isolation from political or sociological phenomena, or the latter two from one another. "Political
change conditions the formation of society, the intellectual structure is
dependent upon the economic situation, external politics influence in-
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ternal politics, and vice versa."s7
According to Tiubler, Selma Stern's work on the Prussian state and
the Jews, by throwing light on the structural roots of modernity, helped
pave the way for research of more contemporary interest. He believed
that the d'epth of an historical perspective was necessary and prerequisite to the formation of a sociological section. It was with the aim of
forging such a perspective that the Research Institute hired Selma Stern
in rgzo. Her research was "to create, through far-sighted archival/
historical work in the field of modern Jewish history, a broad foundation for sociological work."e8
Tdubler's hope of establishing a sociological section was not realized
during his tenure as Research lnstitute director. However, in r927, JuIius Guttmann entered into an agreement with the Bureau filr Statistik
der Juden whereby the latter institution would become the section for
statistics and economics of the Akadernie. Unlike the other section of the
Ahademie, the Bureau staff was an autonomous entity with its own director, Heinrich Silbergleit, and commission of overseers. It focus of re(96) See the fascinating preface to Spinoza's Criti4ue of Religion (New York, rgSz), 3r.

Religionshtitih Spinozas ok Crundlage seiner
Bibeluissmschaft. Untersuchungen zu Spinozas Theologisch-Politischen Trahtat (Berlin, rg3o).

This is the revised English version of Die

Strauss points to Cohen as the starting point for his analysis o[ Spinoza
Bibelwissenschaft Spinozas und seiner Vor[5ufer,' Konespondenzblatt 7(:'926)2.
(97) S. Stern, Der Preupische Staal und die Juden, l;xii.
(gB) Konespondenzblatt z( r 9z r )39.
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search was not to be the historical or theoretical dimensions of the sociological discipline, as Tiubler had once imagined. It would instead
"be confined in its investigation of contemporary Jewry to those problems that allowed a stringently exacting treatment free of all subjectivity."oe This referred to the kind of demographic, ethnographic, and anthropological study of modern Jewry to which Jewish scholars had been
devoting themselves from the beginning of the century, and whose most

renowned represenhtive was the German-born Zionist, Arthur Ruppin.

The underlying aim of this "scientific" work was to study the physical
and material qualities of diverse concentrations of Jews. Heinrich
Silbergleit set as the section's first task a sweeping statistical analysis of
German Jewry (e.g., population, religious afflrliation, occupational and
wealth distribution, birth and death rates), based upon the data from
a general German census of 1925. This research played an important
role in expanding the horizons of the Research Institute beyond purely
historical inquiry. At the same time, it attracted new sources of financial
support. The Prussian Landesverband jilLischer Gemeinden (Association of
Jewish Communities), as well as large single communities, provided
means to undertake this work, and thereby assurd the Akademia of more
regular funding for its operation."tt'
A related project undertaken with Ahademie support, though not
under the aegis of its section on economics, was Jacob Lestchinsky's
study of the occupational structure of Prussian Jewry between r 8 r z and
r 86r. Julius Guttmann defined this work as lying between the disciplines
of statistics and history, and saw it as an essential complement to Selma
Stern's work on the Prussian state and the Jews.''' Interestingll, the
Ukrainian-born Lestchinsky headed the section on statistics and economics for another important contemporaneous institution ofJewish research, YIVO. The home of this section was Berlin, where Lestchinsky
and a good number of other European scholars and writers had moved
in the wake of the First, World War. In fact, Berlin in this period was
not simply the nucleus of German Jewish culture, but a major center
for historical research and belles lettres in both Yiddish and Hebrew.
Driven westward by physical threat and limited opportunities for professional advancement, Eastern European Jewish intellectuals were at-

in

(99) See Guttmann's comments on the new union berween the Ahademie andthe Bureau
the ZeitschtiJi filr Demographie und Statistik der Jud.en 4ggz7)z; and his report in the

lalt 8( r gz 7 ) 3 r .
(roo) See Silbergleit's plans for the section on stacistics and economics in the
Konespond.cnzbLatt 8(tgz7)r4. See also the report in the Korresponl.enzblatt g(rgz8)42.
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tracted to Berlin by the relative abundance of academic institutions
(both universities and rabbinical seminaries), Iearned societies, and publishing prospects.
Though the Akaderni, was an institution created for and by German
Jews, it nonetheless drew upon this pool of Eastern European scholars
during the course of the r92o's. In the case of Lestchinsky, the connection was restricted to subvention of a specific project, and agreement
to have it published by the Akademie-Veilog."" Other researchers had
established more enduring links as Mitarbeiter; including Cbanoch
Albeck, Michael Wilensky, Haim Tykocinski, and Ephraim Porath. As
a general rule, these scholars were endowed, from their formative educational experience, with an intimate familiarity with classical Jewish
sources and the Hebrew language. Though there was never any formal
campaign to lure Eastern Europeans to the Permanent staff, it was nonetheless quite logical for the Akademie to avail itself of these highlywho
born in Russia and trained in the West
qualified researchers
resided in Berlin. Their contribution lay nor so much in introducing
new methods or directions of research, but rather in providing skilled
labor within the existing framework of study at the Ahademie.
Periodically, both Eugen Tiubler andJulius Guttmann expressed the
view that the Research Institute could benefit by seeking out a wider,
non-German audience. Already in his Programmatic charge of rgrg,
T2iubler mainained that. imparting solid scholarly methods to Jewish researchers in the East. (as well as in the West) was of great importance
to the development of Jewish scholarship. He urged the translation of
Akademie publications into Hebrew, a call which Guttmann echoed several years later."'3 The potential benefit of such work would be twofold.
First, translation could make important scholarly work in German accessible to a growing audience of Hebrew readers. Second, in certain
cases (e.g., Hermann Cohen'sJewish writings), the very act of translation
into Hebrew assisted in the creation of a new scholarly idiom which the
ancient language did not yet possess."'4
To the extent that Guttmann was willing to mobilize the Ahademie's
(roz) Lestschinsky's study, provisionally entitled Die BmtfnerhdLtnisse der Juden in
Preufsen aon rStz-t86r, was never published. He did, ltowever, publish Das uirtschaftliche
Schichsal des deu\chmJudentums (Berlin, r93z), with the support of the ZentralwohlfahrtssteLle
dtr

deulsclwn Juden.

(ro3) See Tiiubler's comments in the Korrespttndenzblatt r(rgr9)zo; and Guttmann,
"Die Akademie frir die Wissenschafi des Judentums," Der Ju.de 7(r923)493.
(ro4) see the Konespond.mzblatr,6(19z5)46 and 8(rgz7)33. Guttmann noted the great
difficulty of translating Cohen's style into Hebrew, but was hopelul that the translation
work "will benefit the development of a philosophical style in Hebrew."
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to the task of Hebrew translations, he would appear to

be

lending support to the process of linguistic revival which figured prominently in the Zionist national movement. The fact that he, along with
David Baneth, Fritz Baer, and Chanoch Albeck, later migrated to Jerusalem, and wrote and taught in Hebrew, fortifies this impression. yet,
the Ahademie was less an institution with an avowedly nationalist agenda
than a product of the forces of "dissimilation" which marked a new sensitivity to, and interest in, the cultural legacy of Eastern European
Jews. "'s In broad terms, dissimilation was the result of of a simmering,
and largely inchoate, frustration which GermanJews felt over the need
to choose between national (German) and religious-communal (Jewish)
identities. A more immediate catalyst was the contact between GermanJewish soldiers and Eastern European Jews during the First World War.
This contact resulted in the creation of a new cultural image of the
Ostjuden among GermanJews
not as uncivilized primitives, but as venerable bearers of an authentic
Jewish identity. It is not unreasonable
to assume that the overtures made by Tziubler and Guttmann to the
Hebrew reading audience
perhaps stimulated by the presence of Hebrew scholars and authors -in Berlin
reflected their absorption of the
new positive valuation of Eastern European
Jewish culture.,'6
Beyond the Eastern European connection, the effect of dissimilation
on the Ahademie was felt in a more profound way. The very genesis of
the Akademie can be seen as a dialectical reaction to the struggle for political emancipation and social integration waged by Jews from the late

eighteenth century. On one hand, its progenitor, Franz Rosenzw€ig,
abandoned the quest for intellectual and spiritual universalism on which
he had once embarked, and passionately devoted himself to the revival
of a decidedly Jewish intellectual and spiritual experience. This movement led Ernst Simon, one of his leading disciples, to label Rosenzweig
the paradigmatic "post-emancipatory Jew."'07 On the other hand, one

(ro5) The term "dissimilation" is explicated in Shulamit Volkov's important essay,
"The Dyrramics of Dissimilati on: Ostjulen and German J ews," The
Jeuish Re$onse to Gennan
culture: From the EnlighLenment to the second. world. war, ed. Jehuda Reinharz and walter
Schatzberg (Hanover and London, rg85), rg5-zrr.
(ro6) It must be noted that Tiubler, as a PosenJew, was raised in an environment
located, geographically and otherwise, on rhe frontier between German and polish (and
their respectiveJewish) cultures. See his comnents in the autobiographical "Heimat/Land.
Stadt. Gemeinde," origin
in Der riimische Slaut, xxli
ol Eastern European Jew
The Easl Eu.ropean Jezu in

WI,

(t

rqSz).

o7) E. Simon, "Franz Rosenzweig und das jridische Bildungsproblem,',
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of the chief goals of the Ahademie

the desire to revitalize Wisseruchaft
des Judentums within a Jewish
not merely an affirmation
of an innerJewish quest, but a consequence of the exclusion of Jewish
studies (and scholars) from the German academy. The co-existence of
this innerJewish thrust and the externally-imposed obstacle shaped the
distinctly German-Jewish milieu in which the Akademie took form.
Ironically, the "dissimilated" sensibility which gave rise to the
Akadernie did not preclude the persistent articuladon of Emancipationera objectives by its leaders, especially of the centtiry-old aim of elevating
Wisseruchaft des Judentums to a position of equality with other
Gektesuissenschaften. Nor did it appear to prevent Emancipation-era sensibilities from coloring the topical priorities of the Ahad,emie. It hardly
seems coincidental that the experience of Jewish communities in Spain
and Prussia
both marked by a high degree of cultural interaction
with the non-Jewish society. and the unusual intellectual achievement
received the most sustained, and arguably skillful, scholarly attention.
-In acknowledging the repercussive influence of the earlier community,
Guttmann observed that "the development of the Jewish spirit throughout the centuries was decisively influenced by Spanish Judaism, and it
is of utmost importance to know the social conditions in which the rich
intellectual life of Spanish Jewry unfolded."'"8 Just as Guttmann imagined that Fritz Baer's work on Christian Spain could illuminate the subsequent course of Jewisti history, so he believed that Selma Stern's work
on Prussian J.*ry could open the way to a better understanding of the
Jewish experience in modern times.
In both cases, the impetus for research in these areas stemmed at
least as much from the interests of the scholars themselves as from other
stimuli. Nonetheless, the combined emphasis on Spain and Prussia recalls an historical axiorn often applied to modern German Jewry, namely, that because of perceived parallels in cultural milieux, it has been
singularly infatuated with the Jewish experience in the "Golden Age"
of Spain, As has already been noted, this infatuation did not arise first
in the twentieth century. It was a hallmark of a nineteenth-century Jewish Weltanschauung sustained by the desire for external social validation,
and reliant on an historical exarnple worthy of emulation."'e
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Konespondenzblatt r t (r ggo) t z.

(ro8) Kotrespondenzblalt 4-g Qgz3-zQ4g. Se e also Guttmann's summary of Stern's and
Baer's work (supra. n.6$ in "Die Akademie fiir die Wissenschaft des Judentums," Festgabe
zunr zehnjtihrigen Bestehen dcr Akademie, tg-r4.
(rog) Ismar Schorsch provides an important preliminary analysis of the infatuation
of modern German Jewry with the Spanish Jewish past (focusing on four cultural spheres,
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The danger of this observation, as it relates to the Aha.demie,lies in
its reductionism. Much Akademie research avoided the Spanish-German
axis of cultural development. In line with Tiubler's announced prior-

ities, the Research Institute supported a good deal of research in
Midrashic, Talmudic, and Ceonic literature
fields which do not fit
as easily into the conceptual mold of the Emancipatory influence."'
Furlher, in direct defiance of the infatuation with Spanish Jewry was
Fritz Baer's research on the Jews in Christian Spain, begun at the
Akademie and culminating in a remarkably tendentious Hebrew narrative published after his immigration to Palestine. In this later work, the
privileged elite of Spanish Jewry were cast not as models of dignity and
decorum, but as avaricious and morally bankrupt. When juxtaposed to
Baer's glorification of Ashkenazic piety, this portrayal hardly amounts
to a ringing endorsement of the Spanish model, or of the Emancipatory
terms of discourse."' In fact, it is quite clear that Baer's's critique of
this model represented a response to, and rejection of, the "obsolete
spirit of Enlightenment" which he saw as dominatingJewish scholarship
prior to his time.

IV
The claim and counter-claim regarding the persistence of nineteenth-

century aspirations in shaping the Ahademie fiir die Wisserxchaft de
Judentums are not, surprisingly, mutually exclusive. Founded in the early
years of Weimar Germany, the Akadtmie arose in an atmosphere charged

with excitement and apprehension. The paradoxes and ironies of that
milieu
the cohabitation of utopian expectations in the unprecedented
progressivism of the new regime and bitter memories of the recentlyconcluded war
intellectual circles
were surely not lacking in
- which oscillated "between Jewish
in Berlin. A mood
utter pessimism and contemplative withdrawal on the one hand, and impatient and inchoate
bursts of radical activisrn on the other" characterized these circles

-

including scholarship). See "The Myth of Sephardic Supremacy," Leo Baeck Institute I'ear
Booh g4(tg9g)47-66.
(r ro) It should be noted that at the beginning of the rg3o's, the Ahademie, under the
guidance of Harry Torczyner, ventured into the largely unchartered terrain of critical
analysis of the Bible. Guttmann believed chat only an inscitution such as the Ahadernie

devoted not to subjective exegesis of che Bible, but to crirical evaluation
could undercake
such work. Kotrespondenzblatt r t(rggo)3t.
(r r r) Nor, for that matter, does Baer's immigration to Palestine, wheie he escablshed
the department of Jewish history at the Hebrew University.
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among whom was found Franz Rosenzweig, the founding father of the
Ahademie.""
Rosenzweig's plan

for the Akademie was marked simultaneously by a
withdrawal from traditional German-Jewish aspirations and by grand
and energetic visions of cultural renascence. The starting point for the
process of rejuvena[ion was not aJewish theological faculty in a German
university, as Rosenzweig had periodically imagined. It was an institution whose 'raison d'ltre would not be defined by the surrounding Gentile
society, nor, for that malter, by professionalJewish scholars. Rather, the
Akad,em'ie of Rosenzweig's vision was to be the lite of the "conquest of
historicism"
that is, the overturning of the arcane and atomizing
mode of analysis which dominated German historical studies throughout the rgth century."3 The intended result of this reversal would be
a more engaged and therapeutic function for scholarship.
The Ahademie never completed this original task. Ten years after it
was founded, in rgz9, Julius Guttmann voiced sympathy with Franz
Rosenzweig's original dream in a eulogy for the late philosopher. The
Akademie had tried, he recalled, to fulfill Rosenzweig's goal "of making
scholarship the centerpiece of aJewish BildungsuelL with his faith in giving clear and sure direction to the life forces .of Judaism through scientific reflection." And yet, it could not attain the lofty objectives which
Rosenzweig had envisaged. In fact, it made no attempt, under Tiubler's
or Guttmann's leadership, to assume a "religious-pedagogic" function.
On the contrary, the Alndemie had developed, over the course of its brief

history, into "a purely scientific institution

(reinwissenschaftliche

Anstalt)."4

This explicit acknowledgement of the movement away from the
of an engagi4 teacher-scholar was reinforced by che
scholarly products which rolled off the Akademie's presses. Unlike the
Schocken Biiicherei series of the mid rg3o's, the Ahademie's publications
did not present a distillation of popular topics in Jewish thought to a
wide audience."5 Rather, they were studies or critical editions in neglected and often esoteric fields of research. In some cases, they were
Rosenzweig model

(r r z) See Anson Rabinbach's introductiott to The Conespondence of Walter Benjcrnin and
rg32-r94o, edited by Scholem and translated by Gary Smith and Andre
Lefevere (New York, r98g), xv-xvi.

Gershom Schokrn,

(rr3) E. Simon, "Franz

Rosensweig und das jridische Bildungsproblemi' 7.
r+) J. Guttmann, "Franz Rosensweig," Konespondenzblatt t t ( t g3o)3.
(rr5) On the Schocken Biicherei, see Steven M. Poppel, "Salmn Schocken and the
Schocken Verlag: AJewish Publisher in Weimar and Nazi Germany," Huruard Library BuIIetin zr(Jantary ry7g)3ct-gr. In addition to the BilchereJ, the Schocken house assumed
publication of che Akademie's monographs in the rg3o's.
(

r
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works solicited by the Ahadernie as part of its design to achieve a holistic
view of the Jewish past. Without exception, these works were distinguished by che kind of careful textual or empirical analysis which Franz
Rosenzweig labelled
as "historicism." Accordingly,
and reviled
what had begun, with the birth of the Akademie idea, as a crisis of historicism seemed to end up as an affirmation of historicism.
As rhe Akademie entered its second decade of existence, Julius
Guttmann remained sanguine that it could realize, if not Franz
Rosenzweig's original vision, then its own potential as an exemplary institution of pure Jewish research. Recalling the luminaries of Jewish
scholarship who passed through its modest quarters on Berlin's
Ltitzowstrasse, Guttmann foresaw that "a lucky star will hover over the
future of the Ahad.ernie."' '6 This optimistic claim revealed Guttmann to
be less a clairvoyant than a scholar. His own departure in rg3o for a
sabbatical at the Hebrew Union College in bincinnati left a gap in leadership and direction which proved difficult to overcome. In that same
year, the last number of the Korrespondenzblatt appeared, thereby precluding detailed reports of the Akad,emie's activities. The subsequent siIence portended the dissolution of the Ahademie, whose doors closed officially in r934. More ominously, this silence presaged the decimation

of

on German soil.
Finally, in situating this fascinating institution on the landscape of
Weimar Jewry, it is intriguing to compare it to two other remarkable
institutions of the same period. The first is the Freies Jildisches Lehrhaus
in Frankfurt, where Franz Rosenzweig transplanted his dreams for a
Wisseruchaft des Ju.d,entums

new mode of Jewish learning. The Lehrhats sought to enfranchise Jews
who had become increasingly alienated from Judaism and its classical
sources. Its faculty was comprised of intellectuals like Rosenzweig who
had themselves made the requisite return to Judaism following deep
immersion in the world of German culture. The students who registered
for the Lehrhaw'courses, numbering more than one thousand in a single
year, were embarking upon the inward spiritual course
from the periphery to rhe center of Judaism
Rosenzweig
which
had prescribed.
The second institution is the Institut
fnir Sozialforschung, also located
in Frankfurt, from which the "Frankfurt School" of critical theory takes
its name. The Institut icself had no avowedlyJewish agenda, though most
of irs members were of Jewish descent."T The overarching goal of the
(r r6) "Die Akademie
IJestelten d.er Adndernie,

filr die Wissenschaft

des Judentums," Feslgabe zum zehnjtihrigen

t.

(rr7) See Martin Jay, The Dialectical Imagination: A History of the Franhfurt School and
the In-rtilu.te of Social Resetn'ch, r92 j-r95o (Boston, rg73), 3r-3b.
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Institut was to nurture inquiry, based on an unabashed Marxist slant,
into social and economic theory, and seek the application of its results
to practical policies and deeds. What makes rhe assembly of intellectuals
at the Institul a worthwhile subject of comparison was the quality of alienation
both from the Jewish faith of their grandparents, and from
the bourgeois Enlightenment world in which that faith had been so radically transmuted. It.was this same quality of alienation which Franz
Rosenzweig sought to eradicate by encouraging a return to an inner
Jewish world in his first proposal for an Ahad,emie. And it was r.his quality
which he sought to overturn in the Frankfurt Lehrh.atrs, with which several members of the Institut filr Sozialftrschung (e.g.,Erich Fromm and
Leo Lowenthal) were affiliated."8
All three of the institutions mentioned
the Akademie, te Lehrhats,
and the lrutitut- inhabited r.he same spectrum
of alienation that identified, and served as creative inspiration for, intellectuals in Weimar
Germany. All three relied on rhe collaborative and interdisciplinary labors of distinguished minds in order to forge a new world. And yer,
their respective agendas could not be more varied. The mission of the
Inslitut fiir Sozialforschung had little to do with specifically Jewish concerns. Rather, it rested on the demand for radical social change through
a vigorous, even unrelenting, critique of prevailing social scientific research. For the Frankfurt Lehrhaus, the aim was to reconstruct a shattered Jewish world by escaping the myopia of professionalJewish scholars and the misguided course of assimilation. The Ahad,emie filr d.ie
Wissenschaft des Judentums began its short life with the same aspiration
as that of the later Lehrhaus. Soon after its opening, however, the
Akademie assumed a far more restricted mission: the revicalization of
professionalJewish scholarship wiihin a "pure scientific" institution. To
a great extent, this paradoxical shift in function resulted from the shift
in leadership from Franz Rosenzweig, rhe philosopher and theologian,
to Eugen Tiiubler and Julius Gurrmann, the critical scholars. Ar the
same time, it reflected the Ahademia's embodiment of a set of competing
impulses which streaked through Jewish cultural and institutional life
in Weimar Germany; the novel impulse towards "dissimilation," on the
one hand, and the unrequited desire to realize the promise of Emancipation and, at last, attain broader social validation, on the other.*
(r r8) See M. Jay, ibid., zr.

* I would like to thank Michael Brenner, Lois Dubin,
John Efron, Alan l.evenson,

and, as always, Nomi Maya Stolzenberg for their insightful comments on various drahs
of this paper.

